Collection of Pre-contact chipped stone artifacts, the most common class of artifacts
recovered from Michigan archaeological sites due to their durable nature

US-31/M-231 Holland to Grand Haven Bypass
Archaeological and Data Recovery Excavation

Location: Michigan
Date: 2016
Client: Michigan Department of Transportation

This project involved a large-scale Phase II evaluation and Phase III data recovery excavation at three pre-contact sites completed for
the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT). Two of the sites investigated were in the proposed highway right-of-way; portions
of the third site were in the limits of a dredge spoil sediment basin. The development and execution of these investigations required
Commonwealth’s close coordination with archaeologists from both the State of Michigan and the Michigan Department of Transportation.
Staff held weekly on-site meetings where excavation results and preliminary artifact analyses were presented and discussed.
Most of the investigations occurred in a 1,066-square meter area, where 92 cultural features were identified, including many deep food
processing pits and deep storage facilities. In addition, a program of test trenches was mechanically excavated to identify the presence
and density of prehistoric features and determine the site’s NRHP eligibility. Data recovery excavations involved mechanically removing
the plowzone from an approximate 1.0-acre (0.4-ha) area and the hand excavation of approximately 65 cultural features, most of which
consisted of deep food processing pits. Soil analyses of multiple features were conducted, in addition to archaeobotanical analysis,
phytolith and starch analysis, the analysis of lipid residues, and faunal analyses.
Staff skillfully investigated, analyzed, and documented the presence of what were identified as Middle Archaic, Late Prehistoric, Early
Woodland, Middle Woodland, and Late Woodland occupations, in addition to a late nineteenth- through early twentieth century
component. The Phase II and Phase III investigations at one site recovered an artifact assemblage composed of slightly more than 52,000
artifacts, including ceramic sherds, stone tools and debitage, FCR and related thermally shattered shale-like concretions, and chert
shatter. The artifact assemblage suggested an emphasis on resource acquisition and processing activities along with toolkit refurbishment
and maintenance tasks. Excavations and analyses provided evidence that the sites were used for fishing lake sturgeon and harvesting
wild rice.
In 2015, MDOT earned a Governor’s Award for Historic Preservation for the project. Using Commonwealth’s findings, MDOT developed
educational curriculum for third and fifth graders about archaeology, the Anishinabek, and Michigan’s history, which is available online.
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